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Our first few days were a huge success! We practiced routines, got to know our schedule, and
learned a little bit about each other.

HELPFUL HINT: Save the newsletter throughout the week to refer back to for help with reading,
spelling and memory homework!

Math
Math is similar in style to last year.  We will
begin the day with a morning meeting, which
includes calendar, patterns, time, temperature
and a problem of the day. After the morning
meeting, we will practice the facts for the
week. Next, we will learn the new concept of
the day and then practice our new skill.  At
the end of the class, the third graders will
have time to work independently on Side B of
their homework.  If they do not finish, they
will bring it home for homework.

Science
This past week we discovered how we are
expected to work together, make a plan and
change our plan if needed with an activity
called “Save Sammy”.  We also learned that if
we don’t reach our goal, we should keep
trying and everything will still be OK!
Next week we are learning what it takes to be
a good scientist in 3rd grade.  Hmmm - I
wonder what fun activities will be
included????

Social Studies
We started our unit on communities. We've
talked about how communities are different
all over the world.We also discussed what
makes up our own community here in St.
Charles. We will continue building on this
knowledge and we’ll have a fun community
project in a couple weeks!

Reading
This week we learned that we are ALL
readers! We found the genre of books we
enjoy the most and gained confidence in our
reading abilities. Next week we will read our
first story, “A Fine, Fine School’. The principal,
Mr. Keene, loves his school so much, he makes
school 7 days a week! I wonder how the
students would respond if Mrs. Smith
changed the number of school days at
messiah...

Spelling
This week we did a practice spelling test.
Next week will be our first lesson - short
vowels: crop, plan, thing, small, shut, sticky,
spent, lunch, pumpkin, clock, gift, class, skip,
swing, next, hug, hospital, fantastic.

Religion
This week, we talked about how God sees
each of us! Next week, we’ll discuss who God
is and his amazing attributes. We will also
discover that we learn a lot about God
through Jesus.

Grammar
This week we reviewed parts of speech and
learned about homophones! Ask your student
if they can think of a homophone from our
read aloud :).



continued...

Math
We will be reviewing numbering a clock face,
identifying one hour ago and one hour from
now, even/odd, and adding two.  cts at home!
We can all work to memorize and get a bit
faster with our facts.  It will pick up soon!

Science
This week we began our study of Matter.  Ask
your child to name something that is matter.
(Hint: everything is matter!)  We will dig
deeper and learn the states of matter and
how something can change from one state to
another!

Social Studies
We will continue to learn about rural, urban,
and suburban  communities.  Our first in class
project will be the urban diorama.  We will
use shoe boxes to create an urban community.
have one at home for this creative project!

Homework
I provide students with work time throughout
the day to get independent work done. If
they use their time wisely, they should have
little to no homework each night. If you
notice your child has a lot of homework every
day, please reach out to me. We need to
figure out if they are using their time wisely
both at school and at home.

Reading for 15 minutes a day is a great habit
to get into. Make it fun! Spend that amount of
time reading with them, or reading your own
book next to them!

Memory Work
Everyone may say their memory work in two
parts as long as they recite the entire verse by
Friday before lunch. For example, you can say
½ of the memory work on Wednesday, then
finish with the other half on Friday. This week,
our memory will be our theme verse:
Colossians 3:17 - And whatever you do,
whether in word or deed, do it all in the name
of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the
Father through him.

Snacks
Everyone will be allowed to bring a snack to
eat after morning recess. Please be sure it’s a
relatively healthy snack they can eat quickly
and cleanly without utensils. Please be sure
they can open any container the snack may
come in independently because I will continue
with teaching class at this time. Also, please
make sure your student brings a water bottle
every day.

PE
The PURPLE group will have PE every
Monday and Wednesday, and GOLD will have
PE every Tuesday and Thursday. Your child
knows what group they are in. Please make
sure your son or daughter has comfortable
running shoes for these two days.

Teacher Tip!
Happy parenting is a balance of Love and
Limits.  Love unconditionally, and set age
appropriate limits that allow your child to
thrive within safe boundaries.


